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Abstract: Background. To gain insight into the current state-of-the-art of shared decision making
(SDM) during decisions related to pre and postoperative care process regarding primary total knee
replacement (TKR). Methods. A scoping review was performed to synthesize existing scientific
research regarding (1) decisional needs and preferences of patients preparing for, undergoing and
recovering from TKR surgery, (2) the relation between TKR decision-support interventions and SDM
elements (i.e., team talk, option talk, and decision talk), (3) the extent to which TKR decision-support
interventions address patients’ decisional needs and preferences. Results. 2526 articles were identified,
of which 17 articles met the inclusion criteria. Of the 17 articles, ten had a qualitative study design
and seven had a quantitative study design. All included articles focused on the decision whether
to undergo TKR surgery or not. Ten articles (all qualitative) examined patients’ decisional needs
and preferences. From these, we identified four domains that affected the patients’ decision to
undergo TKR: (1) personal factors, (2) external factors, (3) information sources and (4) preferences
towards outcome prediction. Seven studies (5) randomized controlled trials and 2 cohort studies)
used quantitative analyses to probe the effect of decision aids on SDM and/or clinical outcomes. In
general, existing decision aids did not appear to be tailored to patient needs and preferences, nor
were the principles of SDM well-articulated in the design of decision aids. Conclusions. SDM in
TKR care is understudied; existing research appears to be narrow in scope with limited relevance to
established SDM principles and the decisional needs of patients undertaking TKR surgery.
Keywords: shared decision making; total knee replacement; patient-centered care
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1. Introduction
Across healthcare, shared decision making (SDM) is increasingly considered as the
preferable method of arriving at clinical decisions [1]. Different theoretical models of
SDM exist. One of the well-established models was described by Elwyn et al. (2017) [2].
Elwyn and his co-authors defined SDM as a process in which decisions are made in a
collaborative way, where trustworthy information about a set of options is provided to
patients in an accessible format, typically in situations where the preferences, values and
individual circumstances of patients and their families play a major role in decisions [2,3].
The application of SDM in clinical practice as proposed by Elwyn et al. should involve
three major elements: (1) Team talk, (2) Option talk and (3) Decision talk [2]. Team talk puts
emphasis on supporting patients as they are made aware of choices, while also eliciting
their goals as a means of guiding the decision-making process. Option talk refers to the
task of comparing treatment options while highlighting the relative pros and cons of each
option. Decision talk refers to the process of allowing for deliberation over specific healthcare
options while explicitly respecting the preferences of patients [2]. SDM is considered most
valuable if more than one reasonable path forward exists [1].
A clear example of a clinical situation in which SDM is of potential value is the
decision to undertake elective total knee replacement (TKR) surgery. Despite the fact that
this procedure is very common, long-term outcomes are not always optimal for everyone.
For example, Hawker et al., (2013) demonstrated that half of frail older adults did not
experience a clinically meaningful improvement in function following TKR [4], while
Beswick et al., (2012) reported that up to 34% of people with TKR experienced moderate
to severe chronic pain, even after full recovery should have been achieved [5]. As there
are a number of reasonable alternatives to TKR (e.g., exercise interventions [6,7], joint
distraction [8], one possible route to better clinical outcomes is to improve the decision-
making process prior to surgery, to ensure that candidates have realistic expectations
about the outcomes. Additionally, myriad decisions are encountered in the preparation
for surgery, as well as during postoperative recovery and rehabilitation. According to
SDM principles, the healthcare professionals and patients should ideally weigh available
treatment options together while taking patient values and preferences into consideration
related to the entire TKR healthcare process from preparation to surgery to rehabilitation.
To date, little is known about the state of SDM research in TKR surgery and particularly
the extent to which existing research relates to underlying SDM elements or the current
best understanding of patients’ decisional needs and preferences. Therefore, the purpose of
this scoping review is to probe the available literature in order to synthesize what is known
regarding both patient thoughts and preferences surrounding TKR as well as the state of
the art of SDM in TKR care. We formulated the following specific research questions (RQ’s):
1. What is known regarding the decisional needs and preferences of patients considering,
preparing for and recovering from elective primary TKR surgery?
2. To what extent does existing SDM research in TKR surgery incorporate Team talk,
Option talk and Decision talk, as used in the model of Elwyn et al., (2017) of SDM?
3. To what extent are the needs and preferences of patients, as found by answering RQ1,
acknowledged in existing SDM research on TKR surgery?
2. Materials and Methods
Our scoping review used the five methodological steps described by Arksey et al [9]. In
this review, we focus on three key moments in the care process of patients eligible for TKR,
suitable for SDM: (1) the decision to undergo surgery or not, (2) the decision regarding how
to prepare for surgery and (3) the decision regarding how and where to recover after surgery.
2.1. Search Strategy, Identification of Relevant Studies
To retrieve relevant studies, we used a broad systematic search strategy consisting
of a search string that identified studies related to TKR. Subsequently a separate search
string was built related to SDM. The SDM search string was based on a Cochrane review
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of Légaré et al. [10]. Finally we combined the search terms related to TKR and the search
terms related to SDM (Appendix A; Table A1). We included published, unpublished and in-
progress studies until 3 April 2020 in the electronic databases MEDLINE, Embase, CINAHL,
PsychINFO and the Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews (CDSR). Additionally, all
included full-text articles were checked for useful new references. We included qualitative,
cohort and experimental studies that aimed to study SDM processes in adults who were
considering, preparing for or recovering from elective primary TKR written in the English
language. Studies that investigated SDM in general orthopedics that did not separately
treat or analyze patients making decisions regarding TKR were excluded. Literature
shows that recovery trajectories and influencing factors of persons undergoing TKR are
significantly different compared to those of other orthopedic procedures [11,12]. Records
were managed using Endnote X8.
2.2. Study Selection
First, two reviewers (G.S. and J.J.) independently screened the articles by title and
abstract. If the title and abstract suggested that an article was potentially eligible for
inclusion, a complete hard copy of the report was obtained. Next, the same reviewers
independently assessed the full text articles to determine their eligibility. We only included
articles that specifically studied SDM in patients considering or undergoing TKR surgery
to answer our research questions. However, a substantial part of the available literature
considers total hip replacement (THR) and TKR to be similar surgical interventions. We
strongly disagree with this notion, as several aspects of the surgery, underlying condition
and recovery differ substantially between these procedures [13,14]. Nevertheless, some
of these studies could potentially contain valuable (indirect) insights regarding SDM in
patients undergoing TKR surgery [15–24]. By completely excluding these articles, we could
have missed relevant information.
We did not utilize the articles that studied decision making in this mixed population
of TKR and THR patients to answer our research questions. However, we purposely did
select these articles to gain a complete overview (broad scope) of the main outcomes and
relevant details of SDM in the field of TKR surgery. We have tabulated these studies in
Appendix A Table A7a,b and discussed differences between the included studies and these
“broad scope”-studies in the Discussion Section.
The articles that did met our eligibility criteria were included for an extended review.
The flow of our search strategy is displayed in a Prisma flowchart (Figure 1). The Prisma
checklist is included in the Appendix A, Table A2.
2.3. Methodological Assessment
GS and JJ independently assessed the rigor of the qualitative studies using the Critical
Appraisal Skills Programme (CASP Checklists Oxford (2014) (Appendix A; Table A3). Rigor
implies that reliability and validity should be applied to qualitative research during the
inquiry rather than only to the post hoc analysis of the data [25]. The methodological quality
of the quantitative studies was assessed using the Hoy’s risk of bias tool [26] (Appendix
A; Table A4). Disagreements in this process between the two reviewers (G.S. & J.J.) were
resolved in a consensus meeting.
2.4. Data Extraction
Both reviewers (GS and JJ) independently charted the data from eligible studies using
a standardized data charting form. The following study characteristics were extracted
from all studies: authors, type of publication and country of origin; aims/objectives of the
study, study design (including control groups, if any), in- and exclusion criteria; population
type and setting, eligibility criteria, number of participants and age, gender and ethnicity;
elements of SDM and underlying rationale; and main findings and outcome variables of
the study.
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Figure 1. Prisma flowchart of literature search strategy.
2.5. Data Analysis
To answer RQ1, we used the principles of meta-ethnography to synthesize data
from the qualitative and quantitative studies [27]. First, GS developed the framework of
concepts and themes, based on study data and pertinent discussion points. Subsequently, JJ
independently reviewed the studies and further developed the framework. We used NVivo
version 11 software (QSR International, Victoria, Australia) to synthesize the research
themes. Finally, we checked, discussed and adjusted the derived concepts and themes for
clinical meaningfulness and face validity in an iterative process of several rounds until
we reached consensus with TH, MM and MNvdS, who are all experienced in qualitative
research and in the scientific and practical application of SDM processes.
Second, to answer RQ2 we categorized the TKR decision studies according to the three
elements of the model of Elwyn et al. (i.e., team, option and decision talk) [2]. Subsequently,
we narratively described the findings of this data categorization.
Finally, to determine to what extent the needs and preferences of patients, as found
by answering RQ1, are acknowledged in existing SDM research on TKR surgery, GS and
JJ independently assessed each study for how well it covered the main themes that were
derived from the meta-synthesis (“fully covered,” “partly covered” or “not covered”). Any
discrepancies between the assessments of the two reviewers (G.S. & J.J.) were resolved in a
consensus meeting.
3. Results
Our initial search yielded 3460 titles. After removing the duplicates (n = 934), we
screened the titles and abstracts of 2526 articles. All disagreements were resolved by
a consensus meeting between the two reviewers. After reading 92 potentially relevant
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articles, 28 articles were included for a “broad scope.” Out of these 28 articles, 17 articles
were included in this review for answering the RQ’s. The other 11 articles were not included
in the “extended scope” of this review because they studied a mix of patients undergoing
THR and TKR surgery (Appendix A; Table A7a,b) [15–24,28].
From the 17 included articles, we found ten articles eligible for answering RQ1 (see
Table 1) and seven for answering RQ2 (see Table 2). The seven studies related to RQ2 were
all of quantitative nature. Four of these seven studies reported on the change in the number
of performed TKR procedures as a result of using a decision aid [29–32]. Two studies
reported a significant reduction in the number of surgical TKR procedures (reduction rates
ranged between 14–38%) [29,30]. Stacey et al found no statistically significant reduction
in the number of procedures [31]. One study assessed whether the use of a decision aid
improved access to total knee replacement surgery for self-identified black patients with
OA of the knee [32]. The authors found an 85% increase in surgery rates due to the use of
their decision aid. Three studies researched the effect of using a decision aid on decisional
conflict [30,33,34]. All three demonstrated a reduction in decisional conflict. Since the third
research question connects the results of the first two research questions, no additional
articles were needed to answer this research question.
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Table 1. Characteristics of the included manuscript to determine which factors support the decisional skills and / or capacity of patients considering, choosing, preparing and/or recovering from
total knee replacement (TKR) surgery?
Author, Year of Publication
Population, Inclusion Criteria
Participants; Age (SD, Range); Gender
(%); Ethnicity
Aim of Study Study Design Authors Conclusions
Al Taiar, 2013 [35]
Female patients on the waiting list for
TKR in Kuwait;
n = 39; 62 (7.9); female (100%);
Arabic
Study of pain experience and mobility
limitations as well as the patient
decision among woman on the waiting
list for TKR surgery.
Qualitative study
In depth interviews
Both verbal and written information
about TKR should be provided as part of
preoperative rehabilitation. This is critical
to improve doctor-patient interactions
and facilitate informed decision about the
procedure and thus achieve
patient-centered healthcare.
Barlow, 2016 [36]
Focus groups with patients after TKR
and in depth interviews with patients
considering TKR; n = 12 in focus group
and n = 10 in in-depth interviews; 65,5;
female (45%); British, Asian
Examination how individual
predictions of outcome could affect
patients decision making by providing
fictions predictions to patients at
different stages of treatment.
Qualitative study
In depth interviews
An outcome prediction tool has the most
effect targeted towards people at the start
of their treatment pathway, with a
“bottom line” prediction of outcome.
Ho, 2015 [37]
An elderly patient with cognitive
limitations with a symptomatic right
knee; n = 1; 77; one female; American.
Establishing the decisional capacity of
elderly patients and providing a
capacity adjusted approach to SDM.
Case report
With respect for autonomy demands
support for patient participation and
decision making in their own care, many
elderly patients demonstrate questionable
understanding and/or desire in making
healthcare decisions.
Kesternich, 2016 [38] Hypothetical patients diagnosed withknee OA; n/a; n/a; n/a.
To analyze the effect of personalized




Patient specific outcome forecasts
significantly influenced decisions with
effect sizes comparable to those of
physicians opinion and patient
testimonials.
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Table 1. Cont.
Author, Year of Publication
Population, Inclusion Criteria
Participants; Age (SD, Range); Gender
(%); Ethnicity
Aim of Study Study Design Authors Conclusions
Yeh, 2016 [39]
Older adults (1) diagnosed with knee
OA and recommended by their
physicians to undergo TKR, (2) in
decision about the surgery, (3) 60 years
old and (4) able to communicate; n = 26;
73.6 years old (SD 1⁄4 6.9, range 1⁄4
61–86); female (76.9%); Taiwanese.
To explore factors related to the
indecision of older adults with knee
osteoarthritis (OA) about receiving
physician-recommended total knee
arthroplasty (TKR) and their needs
during the decision-making process.
Qualitative study
In depth interviews
Subjects were undecided about whether
to undergo physician-recommended TKR
due to treatment-related, physical
condition-related, surgery-related and
postsurgical care concerns.
When a TKR is recommended, physicians
must also educate patients about
preparations for surgery, postsurgical
care, rehabilitation and medicines while
they are deciding whether to undergo
knee-replacement surgery.
Suarez-Almazor, 2010 [40]
Physician diagnosis of knee
osteoarthritis; no previous knee
replacement; race (African-American
and non-Hispanic, Hispanic or white
and non-Hispanic); age (55 to 80 years);
n = 37; n/a; female (62.1%); 13 White, 15
African-American, 9 Hispanic.
To conduct a qualitative analysis of
decision-making factors influencing




Patient experiences, fears and
expectations and physician trust are
prominent factors influencing decision
making. An open doctor-patient is
important to achieve satisfactory shared
decision-making for TKR. Doctor-patient
interactions and subsequent patient
decision-making could be improved by
developing and using decision aids for
patients and educating physicians about
patient concerns and expectations.
Kroll, 2007 [41]
Inclusion: physician diagnosis of knee
OA, no previous knee replacement,
self-reported ethnic background African
American non-Hispanic, white
non-Hispanic, age 55–80, English
language proficiency; n = 37; 64 (no SD);
female (62.1%); African American
non-Hispanic, Hispanic, white
non-Hispanic.
To identify decision making factors
influencing ethnic preferences for TKR
in patients with knee OA.
Qualitative study
Patient attitudes and beliefs vary among
ethnic groups. There is a need for open
patient-doctor communication around
individual experiences and beliefs in an
effort to enhance decision making for
TKR.
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Table 1. Cont.
Author, Year of Publication
Population, Inclusion Criteria
Participants; Age (SD, Range); Gender
(%); Ethnicity
Aim of Study Study Design Authors Conclusions
Barlow, 2018 [42]
Focus group: n = 12
Interviews: n = 10. Inclusion: n/a,
exclusion n/a.
Focus group: 71,75 (n/a, n/a), female
(58.33%), white n = 11, Indian n = 1.
Interview group: 64 (n/a, n/a), female
(30%), white (n = 9),
Asian n = 1.
To explore the factors that affect
decision making in TKR surgery, to help
understand patients’ decision-making,
which is critical in informing
patient-centered care. These can be used
to enhance decision-making and
dialogue between clinicians and




An awareness of the deliberation phase,
the factors that influence it, the stress
associated with it, preferred models of
care and the influence of the
decision-making threshold will aid useful
communication between doctors and
patients.
O’Brien 2019 [43]
Patients on a waiting list to undergo
TKA (n = 27)
Female 48.1%,
age over 70: 44.4%
BMI > 30 kg/m2: 59.3%
TKR contralateral: 48.1%
To explore patient factors that impact to
the decision to progress to TKR,
including experiences in general
practice, perceptions of their condition






highlighted missed opportunities in
general practice to orient patients to try
first non-surgical interventions. Patients
require improved support to navigate
allied health services
Hsu 2018 [44]
Older adult patients (n = 79) scheduled
for TKR within 1 month
Female 74.7%
Mean age 71.6 years (6.8)
Previous TKR: 24.1%
To explore triggers of and decision
making patterns for older adults with
knee OA to receive TKR
Qualitative study
Data were collected in
individual interviews
using a semi structured
guide
Main triggers to receive TKR in older
adults were severe pain and inability to
walk. Four decision making patterns were
identified: surgery as last choice,
previously receives TKR, perceived one as
young and wanted to enjoy life and
adjusted work characteristics but in vain.
Abbreviations: n: number, n/a: not applicable, OA: osteoarthritis, SD: standard deviation, SDM: Shared decision making, TKR: Total knee replacement.
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Table 2. Characteristics of the included manuscript for RQ2: How are shared decision making (SDM) processes supported among patients, regarding the three key decision moments before and
after TKR.
Authors, Year of Publication
Population, Inclusion Criteria;
Number of Participants; Age (SD,
Range); Gender (%); Gender;
Ethnicity.
Aim of Study Study Design Main Findings
Arterburn, 2012 [29]
Patients with knee or hip osteoarthritis
(ICD-9), over 45 years of age; n = 3510;
65.0 (11.1); female (62%); n/a.
To examine the associations between
introducing decision aids for elective
hip and knee replacement and
changes in rates of surgery and costs
of care.
Observational study
The introduction of decision aids was
associated with 38% fewer knee
replacements and 12-21 % lower costs
over 6 months.
Decision aids:
1. Evidence based video.
2. Evidence based written information.
Goal of the decisions aid: not explicitly
stated.
Filardo, 2017 [45]
Patients who underwent TKR between
2011 and 2015 in one hospital in Italy; n
= 176; 66 (9); female (68.2%); n/a
To evaluate if a more active role in the
patient decision making preference
may be correlated with a more
successful outcome in patients
undergoing TKR.
Observational study.
The control preference of patients
undergoing TKR is correlated with the
final outcome.
Decision aids: non described.
de Achaval, 2012 [33]
Patients medically appropriate for a
TKR; n = 208; 62.8 (9.0); female (68%);
66% white, 24% black, 7% Hispanic and
3% other.
To evaluate the impact of different
decision aids, on patients’ decisional
conflict associated with TKR surgery.
Randomized controlled trial.
Audio-visual patient decision aid
decreased decisional conflict more than
printed material alone or than the
addition of a more complex ACA tool.
Decision aids:
1. Printed booklet
2. Video booklet + printed booklet
3. Video booklet + ACA tool
Goal of the decision aids: to increase
knowledge about risks and benefits of
therapeutic alternatives, to help clarify
values and preferences, to prepare for the
encounter with the physician and
deciding on the course of action.
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Table 2. Cont.
Authors, Year of Publication
Population, Inclusion Criteria;
Number of Participants; Age (SD,
Range); Gender (%); Gender;
Ethnicity.
Aim of Study Study Design Main Findings
Ibrahim, 2016 [32]
People, self-identified as black person
with frequent knee pain and over 50
years of age; n = 304; 59.1 (7,2); female
(51%); Black.
To assess whether a decision aid
improves access to total knee
replacement surgery for black patients
with OA of the knee.
Randomized controlled trial.
The use of a knee decision aid increased
the receipt of TKR within 12 months by
85%, compared to the control group.
Decision aid: video that provides
information about different treatment
options (risk, benefits, known efficiency),
as well as information about surgery
(indications, duration of surgery and
hospital admission, need for
rehabilitation and physical therapy,
recovery time and effort, cost, risk of
surgery).
Goal of decision aid: to increase relevant
knowledge.
Volkmann, 2015 [34]
Eligible participants were between
55–85 years of age, able to speak and
read English and had moderate to
severe knee OA, (score of >39 on the
WOMAC). Exclusion criteria: included:
≥3 Charlson comorbidity index or a
single specific comorbidity (dementia,
stroke with residual plegia or paresis,
cancer (other than skin) and/or
end-stage liver disease. Patients
reporting a history of inflammatory
arthritis, recent significant knee trauma,
residence in a nursing home or prior hip
or knee replacement surgery were also
excluded; n = 111; female 72 (8.2), male
70 (9.6); female (63.1%); n/a.
To examine the impact of exposure to
a decision aid on changes in
expectations of health outcomes
following TKR and to evaluate
decision-making parameters of the
decision aid among men and women
with knee OA.
Observational study.
A decision aid has the potential to
improve post-TKR expectations. It may
be beneficial reducing gender disparities
in TKR patients.
Decision aid:
1. Video with evidence based informa-
tion.
2. Personalized arthritis report.
Goal of decision aid: to provide relevant
information and increase knowledge.
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Table 2. Cont.
Stacey, 2014 [31]
Eligible knee OA patients were those
with access to a television with a VCR or
DVD player. Exclusion: inflammatory
arthritis, previous TJR, uncorrected
hearing or visual impairment or unable
to read or understand English; n = 142;
Intervention 76.1 (10.85) control 67.3
(12.16); female (67.7%); n/a.
To evaluate feasibility and to provide
preliminary data on the effectiveness
of a decision aid with a preference
report for surgeons on wait times and




It was feasible to recruit patients with
knee osteoarthritis, administer the
decision support interventions and collect
outcome measures. Preliminary
effectiveness outcomes demonstrated that
the used decisional aid was associated
with less waiting time, lower surgery





Goal of the decision aid: to inform
patients about surgery and non-surgical
options.
Boland, 2018 [30]
Inclusion: moderate to severe knee OA.
Exclusion: inflammatory arthritis,
previous total joint arthroplasty surgical
consultation, unable to read or
understand English or no access to a
television with a VCR/DVD player to
view decision aid. n = 242; 65 ( 10.3,
n/a), 67 ( 9.2, n/a) 69 ( 8.2, n/a), 67 (7.8,
n/a); female (59.99%); n/a.
To gather more knowledge, in order
to better understand the
circumstances that optimize the use of
decision aids.
A subgroup analysis of a
larger prospective 2-site
randomized controlled trial.
The decision aid had a greater effect at the
academic site than at the community site,
which provided longer consultations with
more verbal education. Hence, decision
aids might be of greater value when more
extensive total knee arthroplasty
pre-surgical assessment and counselling




3. Clinic specific information about
pre-rehabilitation.
Goal of the decision aid: to provide
information.
Abbreviations: ACA: Adaptive Conjoint Analysis, DVD: Digital Versatile Disc, ICD: International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems, n: number, n/a: not applicable, OA:
osteoarthritis, SD: standard deviation, SDM: Shared decision making, TJR: total joint replacement, TKR: total knee replacement, VCR: videocassette recorder, WOMAC: Western Ontario and McMaster Universities
Osteoarthritis Index.
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Methodological Assessment
Of the qualitative studies (RQ1), four studies had low rigor [39,42–44]. and six studies
had high rigor [35–38,40,41]. The interaction between researchers and patients was not
mentioned in any of the high rigor studies. It was also unclear in all the high rigor
studies whether ethical approval was obtained. Further details of the scores are shown in
Appendix A Table A3.
From the seven quantitative studies, four are randomized controlled trials [30–33] and
three are cohort studies [29,34,45]. Four studies had a low risk of bias [30–33] and three
studies had a moderate risk of bias [29,34,45]. None of the studies made it clear whether
the studied population was representative of the (inter)national TKR population. Further
details of the scores are shown in Appendix A Table A4.
RQ1. What is known regarding the decisional needs and preferences of TKR patients?
The decisional needs and preferences of patients considering TKR were categorized
into four different themes. A brief summary is presented in the following Sections and
Table 3. Additional details can be found in Table A5.
Theme 1: Personal factors with the potential to impact decisions regarding TKR care
The first theme consists of three categories:
(1) Fears and concerns regarding the surgical treatment.
Patients mentioned fear of TKR surgery, fear of anesthesia, concerns regarding postop-
erative pain or complications and concerns regarding long-term outcomes of TKR [35,39,40].
Fear of the operation was found to be an important reason for postponing surgery, even for
patients who received the clinical advice to undertake the operation [35,44].
(2) Concerns and preferences of patients for candidacy or to postpone or refuse surgery.
Older patients were more likely to postpone or refuse TKR. Factors for this prefer-
ence were: patients felt too old, patients felt that they suffered from unresolved severe
comorbidity and they preferred other treatment modalities such as medication or physical
therapy [39]. Patients who felt that they were ready to undergo surgery often could no
longer cope with the symptoms of their OA [43]. Patients also perceived that non-surgical
treatments were “band-aid solutions” that could not repair the damage to the knee [43].
(3) Ethnic variability.
In a study group of women of Arab origin, preferences regarding TKR were influenced
both by the ambivalence caused by fear and lack of information regarding the potential harms
and benefits of TKR as well as by the clinician’s advice about the best treatment option (and
second opinions from abroad) [35]. One author found that Caucasian patients reported more
willingness to undergo TKR surgery than African American and Hispanic patients [40].
Theme 2: External factors with the potential to impact decisions regarding TKR care
The second theme consists of two categories:
(1). Interaction between the patient and the orthopedic surgeon.
An important factor was the patient-doctor relationship, which was universally seen
by patients as a major factor in decision making [35,37,39,40]. Important patient issues in
the discussion about the patient-doctor relationship were communication, information and
trust [35,40].
(2). Issues that could enhance, delay or hinder decision making.
The timing of decision making was affected by several factors, such as ambivalence
of patients, concepts of readiness for surgery and surgery perceived as a last resort by
patients [35,40]. Financial issues were often discussed by patients in the decision-making
process; however, these issues would not affect patients’ final decision to undergo TKR [40].
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Theme 3: Patient reliance on a variety of information sources for TKR decisions
The third theme consists of two categories:
(1). Personal experiences.
Both positive and negative personal experiences of peers with knee osteoarthritis
(OA) played a major role in patients’ attitudes and beliefs about TKR surgery and therefore
both had a substantial influence on the decision-making process of patients who were
considering TKR [40,44].
(2). Experiences of relevant others.
Patients used different sources to obtain information, such as second opinions and
general practitioners [35,38,40,44], but also non-professional contacts such as relatives and
media [22]. Experiences of relatives or friends with TKR surgery played a major role in
patients’ thoughts about outcome and decision making [35,36,39,40]. Patients saw their
social network as an important source of information about a major surgery procedure like
TKR [36].
Theme 4: Prediction tools and presentation of relevant information to enhance care
decisions:
The fourth theme consists of three categories:
(1). Value of prediction outcome tool.
Patients valued a theoretical outcome prediction tool such as a decision aid over other
potential information sources and felt that such a tool could enhance decision making [36].
(2). Methods to obtain relevant information.
Decision aids that explain various orthopedic treatment choices with their risks and
benefits would be helpful for patients in a decision-making process [37]. Patients preferred
a bottom-line outcome prediction, presented by a prediction tool [36].
(3). Presentation of relevant information.
Regarding the presentation of outcome probabilities, patients mentioned that they
needed a bottom-line prediction, with visual presentations [36,38]. Patients mentioned that
the presentation of the risk and benefits of the surgical procedure needed to be personalized,
based on their individual characteristics [38].
RQ2: To what extent does existing SDM research in TKR surgery incorporate Team talk,
Option talk and Decision talk, as used in the model of Elwyn et al. (2017) of SDM?
The elements of SDM obtained from the seven quantitative studies were categorized
into Team talk, Option talk and Decision talk. In six out of seven studies, decision aids
were used [29–34]. The seventh study focused on the importance of control preferences of
patients who chose to undertake TKR [45]. A brief summary is presented in the following
Sections.
Team talk
Team talk emphasizes supporting patients as they are made aware of choices, while
also eliciting their goals as a means of guiding the decision-making process. This element
was partially recognized in five articles [30–34]. In these five articles, decision aids were
used with the aim of providing patients with insight into different options of treating knee
OA [30–34]. Boland and Stacey also mention presurgical assessments between a healthcare
professional and the patient [30,31]. However, the content of these assessments was not
specified. De Achaval et al. mention that one of the researched decision aids, the Adaptive
Conjoint Analysis (ACA), ranked eight characteristics in importance to the patient [33]. The
characteristics were not specified in the article. The results of the ACA were displayed as
bar graphs. Longer bars represented higher importance to the patient. The printed results
were given to the patients and explained by a research assistant. It remains unclear how
or if the decision aids mentioned in the different studies contributed to the conversation
between the patient and the health care professional.
Option talk
Option talk refers to the task of comparing alternatives, using risk communication
principles. Two of seven studies mentioned preoperative assessments between patients
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and a healthcare professional [30,31]. Four articles mentioned a discussion between the
surgeon and the patient [30–33]. De Achaval et al, and Boland et al state that in the patient-
physician conversation the goal is “to decide on the course of action” [30,33]. Stacey et al
mentioned that the surgeon is provided with an overview of the results of the decision
aid [31]. The way the results influenced the decision making is not explained. Ibrahim
et al mentioned that baseline knowledge is important in patient-physician interaction [32].
None of the studies specify the structure or content of the interactions between patients
and professionals. Therefore, it remains unclear if the element of Option talk was covered
in these interactions.
Decision talk
Decision talk refers to the task of arriving at decisions that reflect the informed
preferences of patients, guided by the experience and expertise of health professionals.
The study of Stacey et al. [31], explicitly described this step. They stated that “patients
need to discuss their values and preferences with the orthopedic surgeon, prior to feeling
certain about the best treatment choice for them.” Arterburn et al., and Ibrahim et al.,
mentioned that it remains unclear whether or how the use of decision aids influenced
the discussion about having surgery or not [29,32]. Boland et al, and De Achaval et al,
mentioned that there is a conversation between the patient and the orthopedic surgeon, in
which the decision whether or not to have surgery is made [30,33].
RQ3. To what extent are patients’ needs and preferences taken into account in SDM?
We found little evidence that patients’ needs and preferences (identified in RQ1) were
addressed in the studies included for answering RQ2 (see Appendix A Table A6). The “per-
sonal factors” and “external factors” relevant to patients’ decisions were partially addressed
in three studies [30,34,35]. One study investigated the personal factor “control preference” but
this was not integrated into a decision intervention [45]. Six out of seven studies considered
a number of factors related to the theme “sources of information” to enhance the decision
process [29–34], as they studied the impact of using specific decision aids. One study exam-
ined patient preferences regarding multiple sources of information (provider opinion, patient
testimonial, outcomes prediction) and the presentation of this information [33].
4. Discussion
Our aim was to probe the available literature in order to synthesize what is known
regarding both patient thoughts and preferences surrounding TKR as well as the state
of the art of SDM in TKR care. We identified four themes that may be important for
patients to consider for optimizing decisions related to TKR: (1) patients’ personal factors
related to decision making, (2) external factors related to decision making, (3) sources of
information to enhance decision making and (4) outcome prediction and presentation of
relevant information (RQ1). We found that the research on SDM in TKR mainly focused on
the decision to undergo surgery, not on the preparation for surgery or the postoperative
care phase. In the studies that assessed the impact of a decision intervention, we found that
“Team talk” was typically (partially) utilized. However, “Option talk” was not identified
and “Decision talk” was mostly overlooked (RQ2). Finally, we found a discrepancy between
existing decision interventions and patients’ needs and preferences, potentially resulting in
suboptimal SDM (RQ3).
Regarding the decisional needs and preferences of patients, our findings are in line
with two previous systematic reviews. Barlow et al., [46] reviewed qualitative studies
regarding decision making in TKR surgery. Their main objective was to identify factors
that influence patients’ decisions when considering TKR, which is in line with our first
research question. They identified several themes relevant to the patients’ decision whether
to undertake TKR surgery. The following themes overlap with the themes in our study:
expectations of surgery, fear, patient-doctor relationship, social network, previous experi-
ences with surgery, pain and functioning. They also found that psychological implications,
conflict in opinions and coping mechanisms were important issues for patients in making
this decision [46]. O’Neill et al, [47] concluded that for TKR the unmet needs and influenc-
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ing factors for decision making are complex. Patients must consider many factors before
deciding to undergo TKR. Patients point out the importance of the patient-healthcare
professional relationship in this process [47]. This is also in line with our findings and
emphasizes the importance of inquiring about the needs, preferences and capacity of pa-
tients before participating in decisional processes. Finally, the process by which healthcare
professionals deliver information (ideally treatment options as well as harms and benefits)
was not reproducibly described in most of the reviewed studies [1,48,49].
We revealed that in the available literature, authors have mainly studied the usefulness
and effects of decision aids. Although it is evident that well-designed decision aids have
the potential to increase patients’ knowledge, decrease decisional conflict and improve
patient involvement in the decision-making process [1,50]. However, we were surprised
to find that none of these interventions addressed all the patients’ individual needs and
preferences related to personal and external factors, as identified in the answer to RQ1.
Our findings suggest that a decision aid should address the patients’ individual needs and
preferences related to personal and external factors, while providing a complete and up-to-
date insight into the different available treatment options for the perceived problem of the
patient with knee OA. Finally, such a decision aid would ideally provide understandable
visual presentation of the different treatment options and the use of outcome prediction
scenario, ideally adjusted to each of the treatment options per individual type of patient.
The available literature suggests that only parts of the SDM process are studied.
After all, SDM should happen within the encounter between patients and healthcare
professionals [51]. The studied decision aids were often provided to patients before the
encounter with the orthopedic surgeon. It remained unclear how they impacted the
interaction between patient and professional within the clinical encounter. As Hargraves
et al., [51] stated: “A decision aid, patient power, medical skills and scientific evidence do not simply
result in good decisions by being in a room together. Each may potentially contribute but their
potential is drawn out and realized in conversation.” Unfortunately, this last step remains largely
unexamined in the available studies. However, we find it promising that two recently
published study protocols have the intention to research the effect of SDM interventions
that take patient characteristics and preferences into account [52,53]. After all, decisions
regarding optimal patient care should jointly be made on an individual level, rather than
on population level. Such shared decisions are therefore unique, based on preferences,
specific environmental aspects and therefore needs careful deliberation between patient
and healthcare professional [54]. The three-talk model of Elwyn et al, is an example of
an established framework that helps to involve the patient in such a deliberation and the
subsequent health and care decision to be made [2]. This framework contains the relevant
steps and principles of SDM and presents easy to remember and execute conversational
steps to optimize the conversation between patients and professional. Finally, future
studies need to structurally measure the quality of the decision process of the conversations
held. A good example of measuring decision quality is described in the study protocol of
Mangla et al, who are examining the impact of patient-directed and physician-directed
decision support strategies for patients with hip and knee osteoarthritis [55].
According to the principles of SDM, patients and healthcare professionals should
collaborate on decisions, considering all the available treatment options (including the
option to do nothing). Therefore, SDM should perhaps be an interdisciplinary responsibility
in which patients and different healthcare professionals (including the orthopedic surgeon)
collaborate. Together they can discuss and address all options related to the patients’
needs and preferences towards health and (physical) functioning. An interesting finding
in this context is the impact that a patient’s ethnicity can have on the decision making
process. There seems to be differences in preferences, needs and thoughts across different
ethnical groups regarding health and disability. We believe this is an important point
of attention for future developments and studies regarding SDM and their supporting
frameworks or models. An important limitation of our work is that our systematic search
yielded only a small number of studies, which varied widely in design, patient inclusion
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criteria and primary aims. This small number is partly explained by the fact that we only
included articles that studied SDM in people having TKR surgery. However, a substantial
part of the available literature includes both THR and TKR related research, as they are
considered similar surgical interventions. We strongly disagree with this notion, as there are
several aspects of the surgery, underlying condition and recovery that differ substantially
between these procedures [13,14]. Nevertheless, some of the studies that combine TKR
and THR groups could potentially contain valuable (indirect) insights regarding SDM in
people undergoing TKR surgery [15–24].By excluding these articles, we could have missed
new information. Therefore, we have extracted and presented the relevant information
from these studies, alongside the results of this review, in Appendix A Table A7a,b. The
analysis of these additional articles did provide us with two additional insights. First, one
study described patients’ decisional needs and preferences regarding the rehabilitation
procedure after surgery instead of the decision to undergo surgery or not [15]. They
describe that earlier experiences of patients, as well as the experiences of relevant others
and the dominant rehabilitation regimes determine the decisional needs and preferences
regarding rehabilitation [15]. And second, the study of Conner-Spady described how
patients decide if they are ready to undergo surgery [18]. Assumptions about prosthesis
survival, length of waiting list and the feeling that having total joint replacement would
stigmatize them as being ‘old’ were found to play an important role in determining the
readiness of patients to undergo surgery [18].
This study highlights several opportunities for future SDM research in TKR surgery.
First, the focus of SDM for persons with chronic knee conditions should be broader than just
the decision to undertake TKR surgery or not. Also, the precise clinical setting for the SDM
process should be carefully considered. However once the decision to undergo surgery
has been made, the focus of decision making should be broader as well. For instance, the
decision regarding how to prepare for surgery and how to recover after surgery, that is,
at home or elsewhere and to how optimize rehabilitation, should also be part of the SDM
process. Moreover, the SDM interventions should take into account the patient’s personal
and external factors (like, fear, coping strategies, expectations, socioeconomic status, in-
formal network, environmental issues, etc.) regarding the healthcare decisions. Finally
we recommend matching SDM methods and tools with (a) real life practice (e.g. patient
and professional preferences and possibilities, contextual issues etc) and (b) theoretical
concepts for optimal SDM (e.g., the model of Elwyn et al) [2].
5. Conclusions
This scoping review has uncovered specific gaps in SDM research for patients con-
sidering TKR surgery. Research on SDM for patients with chronic knee conditions seems
to be in an early stage and certain steps are necessary for its advancement [56,57]. Future
research should ensure the methods and tools used for SDM incorporate literature-based
concepts of patients’ needs and preferences, as well as the current theoretical concepts for
optimal SDM in practice.
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Appendix A
Table A1. Search strategy for the literature.
Search strategy in PubMed, 3-4-2020
# Query Results
1
Search “Arthroplasty, Replacement, Knee” [Mesh]. OR “Knee Prosthesis” [Mesh]. OR TKA [tiab]. OR
TKR [tiab]. OR ((“Knee Joint” [Mesh]. OR “Knee” [Mesh]. OR “Joints’ [Mesh]. OR knee [tiab]. OR




Search shared decision*[tiab]. OR sharing decision*[tiab]. OR informed decision*[tiab]. OR informed
choice*[tiab]. OR decision aid*[tiab]. OR ((share*[ti]. OR sharing*[ti]. OR informed*[ti].) and
(decision*[ti]. OR deciding*[ti]. OR choice*[ti].))
20,463
3
Search decision making[mh:noexp]. OR decision support techniques[mh:noexp]. OR decision support
systems, clinical[mh]. OR choice behaviour[mh:noexp]. OR decision making*[tiab]. OR decision
support*[tiab]. OR patient treatment choice*[tiab]. OR choice behaviour*[tiab]. OR ((decision*[ti]. OR
choice*[ti].) and (making*[ti]. OR support*[ti]. OR behaviour*[ti].))
246,445
4
Search patient participation[mh]. OR patient participation*[tiab]. OR consumer participation*[tiab].
OR patient involvement*[tiab]. OR consumer involvement*[tiab]. OR ((patient*[ti]. OR consumer*[ti].)
and (involvement*[ti]. OR involving*[ti]. OR participation*[ti]. OR participating*[ti].))
36,313
5
Search professional-patient relations[mh]. OR ((nurses[mh]. OR physicians[mh]. OR nurse*[ti]. OR
physician*[ti]. OR clinician*[ti]. OR doctor*[ti]. OR general practitioner*[ti]. OR gps[ti]. OR health care
professional*[ti]. OR healthcare professional*[ti]. OR health care provider*[ti]. OR healthcare
provider*[ti]. OR resident*[ti].) AND (patients[mh]. OR patient*[ti]. OR consumer*[ti]. OR
people*[ti].))
178,246
6 Search #2 OR #3 OR #4 OR #5 440,656
7 Search #1 AND #6 1078
Search strategy in Embase.com, 3-4-2020
# Query Results
1
’knee arthroplasty’/exp OR ’knee arthroplasty’ OR ’knee prosthesis’/exp OR ’knee prosthesis’ OR
tka:ab,ti OR tkr:ab,ti OR ((’joint’/exp OR ’joint’ OR knee:ab,ti OR knees:ab,ti OR joint:ab,ti) AND
(’arthroplasty’/exp OR ’arthroplasty’ OR replacement*:ab,ti OR arthroplast*:ab,ti))
108,758
2
’shared decision’:ti,ab OR ’sharing decision’:ti,ab OR ’informed decision’:ti,ab OR ’informed




(’clinical decision making’/exp OR ’decision making’/exp OR ’decision support system’/exp OR
’ethical decision making’/exp OR ’family decision making’/exp OR ’medical decision making’/exp
OR ’patient decision making’/exp OR ’decision making’:ti,ab OR ’patient treatment choice*’:ti,ab)
AND ’decision support’:ti,ab OR ’choice behaviour’:ti,ab OR ((decision*:ti OR choice*:ti) AND
(making*:ti OR support*:ti OR behaviour*:ti))
49,342
4
’patient participation’/exp OR ’patient participation’:ti,ab OR ’consumer participation’:ti,ab OR
’patient involvement’:ti,ab OR ’consumer involvement’:ti,ab OR ((patient*:ti OR consumer*:ti) AND
(involvement*:ti OR involving*:ti OR participation*:ti OR participating*:ti))
41,253
5
’doctor patient relation’/exp OR ’nurse patient relationship’/exp OR ((’nurse’/exp OR ’physician’/exp
OR nurse*:ti OR physician*:ti OR clinician*:ti OR doctor*:ti OR ’general practitioners’:ti OR gps:ti OR
’health care professionals’:ti OR ’healthcare professionals’:ti OR ’health care providers’:ti OR ’healthcare
providers’:ti OR resident*:ti) AND (’patient’/exp OR patient*:ti OR consumer*:ti OR people*:ti))
483,044
6 #2 OR #3 OR #4 OR #5 570,786
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Search strategy in Embase.com, 3-4-2020
# Query Results
7 #1 AND #6 3326
8 #1 AND #6 NOT ([conference abstract]. /lim OR [conference paper]. /lim OR [conference review]./lim) 1287
Search strategy of The Cochrane Library, 3-4-2020
# Query Results
1 ((tka OR tkr OR ((knee OR knees OR joint) AND (replacement* OR arthroplast*)))):ti,ab,kw 9806
2 ((Professional-Patient NEXT Relation* OR Nurse-Patient NEXT Relation* OR Physician-Patient NEXTRelation*)):ti,ab,kw 2570
3
(((Nurse* OR Physician* OR Clinician* OR Doctor* OR General NEXT Practitioner* OR GPs OR Health
NEXT Care NEXT Professional* OR Healthcare NEXT Professional* OR Health NEXT Care NEXT
Provider* OR Healthcare NEXT Provider* OR Resident*) AND (Patient* OR Consumer* OR
People*))):ti
3310
4 #2 OR #3 5517
5 ((Patient NEXT Participation* OR Consumer NEXT Participation* OR Patient NEXT Involvement* ORConsumer NEXT Involvement*)):ti,ab,kw 2814
6 (((Patient* or Consumer*) and (Involvement* or Involving* or Participation* or Participating*))):ti 1042
7 #5 and #6 3653
8 ((Decision NEXT Making* or Decision NEXT Support* or “Choice Behaviour”)):ti,ab,kw 15,200
9 (((Decision* or Choice*) AND (Making* or Support* or Behaviour*))):ti 2492
10 #8 OR #9 15,782
11 ((Shared NEXT Decision* or Sharing NEXT Decision* or Informed NEXT Decision* or Informed NEXTChoice* or Decision NEXT Aid*)):ti,ab,kw 2997
12 (((Share* or Sharing* or Informed*) AND (Decision* or Deciding* or Choice*))):ti 610
13 #11 OR #12 3029
14 #4 OR #7 OR #10 OR #13 23,842
15 #1 AND #14 in Cochrane Reviews 1
16 #1 AND #14 in Trials (CENTRAL) 118
Search strategy in CINAHL via EBSCOhost, 3-4-2020
# Query Results
1
((MH “Knee"OR MH “Joints”) AND (MH “Surgery, Operative” OR TI surgery OR AB surgery)) OR
TI((knee OR knees OR joint) N2 (surgery OR replacement* OR transplant* OR repair* OR operation OR
reduction OR orthopedic* OR orthopaedic* OR arthroplast* OR arthroscop*)) OR AB((knee OR knees
OR joint) N2 (surgery OR replacement* OR transplant* OR repair* OR operation OR reduction OR
orthopedic* OR orthopaedic* OR arthroplast* OR arthroscop*))
25,623
2
AB Shared Decision* OR TI Shared Decision* OR AB Sharing Decision* OR TI Sharing Decision* OR
AB Informed Decision* OR TI Informed Decision* OR AB Informed Choice* OR TI Informed Choice*
OR AB Decision Aid* OR TI Decision Aid* OR ((TI Share* OR TI Sharing OR TI Informed*) AND (TI
Decision* OR TI Deciding* OR TI Choice*))
12,643
3
MH “Decision Making+” OR MW Decision Support OR AB Decision Making* OR TI Decision Making*
OR AB Decision Support* OR TI Decision Support* OR AB Choice Behaviour* OR TI Choice
Behaviour* OR ((TI Decision* OR TI Choice*) AND (TI Making* OR TI Support* OR TI Behaviour*))
172,216
4
MH Consumer Participation OR AB Patient Participation* OR TI Patient Participation* OR AB
Consumer Participation* OR TI Consumer Participation* OR AB Patient Involvement* OR TI Patient
Involvement* OR AB Consumer Involvement* OR TI Consumer Involvement* OR ((TI Patient* OR TI
Consumer*) AND (TI Participating* OR TI Participation* OR TI Involving* OR TI Involvement*))
25,804
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Search strategy in CINAHL via EBSCOhost, 3-4-2020
# Query Results
5
MH Professional Patient Relations OR MH Nurse Patient Relations OR MH Physician Patient Relations
OR ((MH Nurses+ OR MH Physicians+ OR TI Nurse* OR TI Physician* OR TI Clinician* OR TI Doctor*
OR TI General Practitioner* OR TI GPs OR TI Health Care Professional* OR TI Healthcare Professional*
OR TI Health Care Provider* OR TI Healthcare Provider* OR TI Resident*) AND (MH Patients+ OR TI
Patient* OR TI Consumer* OR TI People*))
75,617
6 S2 OR S3 OR S4 OR S5 263,970
7 S1 AND S6 883
Search strategy in PsycINFO via EBSCOhost, 3-4-2020
# Query Results
1 ((DE “Knee” OR DE “Joints (Anatomy)”) AND (DE “Surgery” OR TI surgery OR AB surgery)) 362
2 TI((knee OR knees OR joint) N2 (surgery OR replacement* OR transplant* OR repair* OR operation ORreduction OR orthopedic* OR orthopaedic* OR arthroplast* OR arthroscop*)) 386
3 AB((knee OR knees OR joint) N2 (surgery OR replacement* OR transplant* OR repair* OR operationOR reduction OR orthopedic* OR orthopaedic* OR arthroplast* OR arthroscop*)) 829
4 #1 OR #2 OR #3 913
5
AB Shared Decision* OR TI Shared Decision* OR AB Sharing Decision* OR TI Sharing Decision* OR
AB Informed Decision* OR TI Informed Decision* OR AB Informed Choice* OR TI Informed Choice*
OR AB Decision Aid* OR TI Decision Aid* OR ((TI Share* OR TI Sharing OR TI Informed*) AND (TI
Decision* OR TI Deciding* OR TI Choice*))
11,393
6
(DE “Decision Making” OR DE “Choice Behavior” OR DE “Group Decision Making” OR DE
“Management Decision Making” OR DE “Choice Shift”) OR AB Decision Making* OR TI Decision
Making* OR AB Decision Support* OR TI Decision Support* OR AB Choice Behaviour* OR TI Choice
Behaviour* OR ((TI Decision* OR TI Choice*) AND (TI Making* OR TI Support* OR TI Behaviour*))
156,714
7
DE “Client Participation” OR AB Patient Participation* OR TI Patient Participation* OR AB Consumer
Participation* OR TI Consumer Participation* OR AB Patient Involvement* OR TI Patient
Involvement* OR AB Consumer Involvement* OR TI Consumer Involvement* OR ((TI Patient* OR TI
Consumer*) AND (TI Participating* OR TI Participation* OR TI Involving* OR TI Involvement*))
9690
8
DE “Therapeutic Processes” OR ((DE “Nurses” OR DE “Psychiatric Nurses” OR DE “Public Health
Service Nurses” OR DE “School Nurses” OR DE “Physicians” OR DE “Family Physicians” OR DE
“General Practitioners” OR DE “Gynecologists” OR DE “Internists” OR DE “Neurologists” OR DE
“Obstetricians” OR DE “Pathologists” OR DE “Pediatricians” OR DE “Psychiatrists” OR DE “surgeons”
OR TI Nurse* OR TI Physician* OR TI Clinician* OR TI Doctor* OR TI General Practitioner* OR TI GPs
OR TI Health Care Professional* OR TI Healthcare Professional* OR TI Health Care Provider* OR TI
Healthcare Provider* OR TI Resident*) AND (DE “Patients” OR DE “Geriatric Patients” OR DE
“Hospitalized Patients” OR DE “Medical Patients” OR DE “Outpatients” OR DE “Psychiatric Patients”
OR DE “Surgical Patients” OR DE “Terminally ill Patients” OR TI Patient* OR TI Consumer* OR TI
People*))
40,604
9 #5 OR #6 OR #7 OR #8 204,754
10 #4 AND #9 93
*: Truncation; retrieves all possible suffix variations of root word indicated.
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Table A2. Prisma checklist.
Section/Topic # Checklist Item Reported on Page #
TITLE
Title 1 Identify the report as a systematic review, meta-analysis or both. 1 (stated as scopingreview)
ABSTRACT
Structured summary 2
Provide a structured summary including, as applicable: background;
objectives; data sources; study eligibility criteria, participants and
interventions; study appraisal and synthesis methods; results;




Rationale 3 Describe the rationale for the review in the context of what is alreadyknown. 3
Objectives 4
Provide an explicit statement of questions being addressed with






Indicate if a review protocol exists, if and where it can be accessed (e.g.,






Specify study characteristics (e.g., PICOS, length of follow-up) and
report characteristics (e.g., years considered, language, publication
status) used as criteria for eligibility, giving rationale.
5
Information sources 7
Describe all information sources (e.g., databases with dates of coverage,
contact with study authors to identify additional studies) in the search
and date last searched.
5
Search 8 Present full electronic search strategy for at least one database,including any limits used, such that it could be repeated. 5 & additional file #1
Study selection 9
State the process for selecting studies (i.e., screening, eligibility,
included in systematic review, and, if applicable, included in the
meta-analysis).
5-6 (figure 1)
Data collection process 10
Describe method of data extraction from reports (e.g., piloted forms,
independently, in duplicate) and any processes for obtaining and
confirming data from investigators.
6 & 7
Data items 11 List and define all variables for which data were sought (e.g., PICOS,funding sources) and any assumptions and simplifications made. 6
Risk of bias in
individual studies 12
Describe methods used for assessing risk of bias of individual studies
(including specification of whether this was done at the study or
outcome level) and how this information is to be used in any data
synthesis.
6
Summary measures 13 State the principal summary measures (e.g., risk ratio, difference inmeans). n/a
Synthesis of results 14
Describe the methods of handling data and combining results of
studies, if done, including measures of consistency (e.g., I2) for each
meta-analysis.
6&7
Risk of bias across
studies 15
Specify any assessment of risk of bias that may affect the cumulative
evidence (e.g., publication bias, selective reporting within studies). n/a
Additional analyses 16
Describe methods of additional analyses (e.g., sensitivity or subgroup
analyses, meta-regression), if done, indicating which were
pre-specified.
6&7
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Table A2. Cont.
Section/Topic # Checklist Item Reported on Page #
RESULTS
Study selection 17
Give numbers of studies screened, assessed for eligibility and included
in the review, with reasons for exclusions at each stage, ideally with a
flow diagram.
6 (figure 1) & 8
Study characteristics 18 For each study, present characteristics for which data were extracted(e.g., study size, PICOS, follow-up period) and provide the citations. 8 (tables 1 and 2)
Risk of bias within
studies 19
Present data on risk of bias of each study and, if available, any outcome
level assessment (see item 12). 8 & 9 + additional file 2
Results of individual
studies 20
For all outcomes considered (benefits or harms), present, for each
study: (a) simple summary data for each intervention group (b) effect
estimates and confidence intervals, ideally with a forest plot.
tables 1 and 2
Synthesis of results 21 Present results of each meta-analysis done, including confidenceintervals and measures of consistency. 9-12
Risk of bias across
studies 22
Present results of any assessment of risk of bias across studies (see Item
15). n/a
Additional analysis 23 Give results of additional analyses, if done (e.g., sensitivity orsubgroup analyses, meta-regression [see Item 16].). n/a
DISCUSSION
Summary of evidence 24
Summarize the main findings including the strength of evidence for
each main outcome; consider their relevance to key groups (e.g.,
healthcare providers, users and policy makers).
12-14
Limitations 25
Discuss limitations at study and outcome level (e.g., risk of bias) and at
review-level (e.g., incomplete retrieval of identified research, reporting
bias).
14
Conclusions 26 Provide a general interpretation of the results in the context of otherevidence and implications for future research. 15
FUNDING
Funding 27 Describe sources of funding for the systematic review and othersupport (e.g., supply of data); role of funders for the systematic review. 16
Table A3. Assessment of rigor of the qualitative studies.
Assessment of Rigor of the Qualitative Studies
CASP 1 CASP 2 CASP 3 CASP 4 CASP 5 CASP 6 CASP 7 CASP 8 CASP 9 CASP 10
Al Taiar, 2013 [40] yes yes yes no yes no ? yes no no
Barlow, 2016 [39] yes yes yes yes yes no no yes yes yes
Kesternich, 2016 [41] yes yes yes yes no no ? no yes yes
Kroll, 2007 [42] yes yes yes yes yes no no yes yes yes
Suarez, 2010 [43] yes yes yes yes yes no no no yes no
Yeh, 2016 [35] yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes
Barlow, 2018 [36] yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes
Ho, 2015 [44] no no no no no no no no no no
O’Brien, 2019 [37] yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes
Hsu, 2018 [38] yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes no no
Abbreviations: CASP: Critical Appraisal Skills Programme. CASP criteria: 1. Was there a clear statement of the aims of the research?
2. Is a qualitative methodology appropriate? 3. Was the research design appropriate to address the aims of the research? 4. Was the
recruitment strategy appropriate to the aims of the research? 5. Was the data collected in a way that addressed the research issue? 6. Has
the relationship between researcher and participants been adequately considered? 7. Have ethical issues been taken into consideration? 8.
Was the data analysis sufficiently rigorous? 9. Is there a clear statement of findings? 10. How valuable is the research?
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Table A4. Methodological assessment of the quantitative studies using Hoy’s Risk of bias tool.
Methodological Assessment of the Quantitative Studies Using Hoy’s Risk of Bias Tool [26].
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Total Points
Arterburn, 2012 [29] no no no no yes yes yes yes yes 4
De Achaval, 2013 [33] no yes yes no yes yes yes yes yes 2
Filardo, 2017 [45] no no no no no yes yes no yes 6
Ibrahim, 2016 [32] no yes yes no yes yes yes yes yes 2
Stacey, 2014 [31] no no yes yes yes yes yes yes yes 2
Volkmann, 2015 [34] no no no no yes yes yes yes yes 4
Boland, 2018 [35] no no yes yes yes yes yes yes no 3
Risk of bias criteria: 1. Was the study target population a close representation of the national population in relation to relevant variables? 2.
Was the sampling frame a true or close representation of the target population? 3. Was some form of random selection used to select the
sample or was a census undertaken? 4. Was the likelihood of nonresponse bias minimal? 5. Were data collected directly from the subjects
(as opposed to a proxy)? 6. Was an acceptable case definition used in the study? 7. Was the study instrument that measured the parameters
of interest shown to have validity and reliability? 8. Was the same mode of data collection used for all subjects? 9. Were the numerator(s)
and denominator(s) for the parameter of interest appropriate? Low risk 0–3 points Moderate risk 4–6 points High risk 7–9 points.
Table A5. Overview of themes and categories obtained from the reviewed articles relevant to patients for participating in a
SDM process around total knee replacement surgery.
Theme/
Categories Result
Personal factors with the potential to impact decisions regarding TKR care
Factors related to fear and concerns regarding the surgical treatment
• Interestingly and quite unexpected were the positive aspects of providing a report that was predominantly
negative. Patients felt that it was easier to cope with a poor result [ . . . ] [36].
• Twenty-six participants [ . . . ] have mentioned fear of the operation which was either related to fear of the
operation itself, the anesthesia, pain after surgery or fear that the operation may not produce the hoped outcome
[35].
• Participants’ fear of the operation was a strong reason for delaying the operation even after they received the
clinical advice for the operation [35].
• A number of fears were also identified: fear of lengthy recovery, fear from complications and form of anesthesia,
concerns about longevity of prosthesis and worries about how surgery affect their other health problems [39].
• Some were general concerns about surgery, for example fear of surgery, worries about pain, anesthesia, infection
and complications. But other concerns were specifically related to their knee OA [39,42].
• Subthemes identified included: motivation, financial concerns or a more generalize return to a “normal life” which
linked into social pressures (loved ones) and personal commitments [42].
• There was a range of fears: damaging the knee by not getting treatment, visiting the doctor, fears of the procedure
and anesthetic and fears about the rehabilitation period and outcome [42].
• Physical loss of control occurred due to knee problems in everyday life and affected deliberation directly [42].
• Mental loss of control was associated with having a operation, having no control of the process and acquiescing to
their new limitations [42].
• They had negative thoughts about TKA, including fear and worry about the surgery. They were also concerned
about their age and health condition [44].
Factors related to concerns and preferences of candidacy or to postpone/refuse surgery
• Some orthopedic patients are also reluctant to voice their concerns about their capacity to meet the demands of
surgery [37].
• Several participants mentioned the issue of their physical condition One aspect of this concern was related to their
age [ . . . ]. Many participants felt they were too old to undergo surgery [39].
• The majority of patients mentioned that surgery was not the first treatment choice. Even though the physician
recommended TKR, they wanted to keep trying rehabilitation or/and taking medicine [39].




• [ . . . ] participants who mentioned their needs, mostly wanted more information about preparing for surgery and
post-surgical care [39].
• Large degree of stress associated with the deliberation process, the stress is constantly there but once the decision
has been made there is a release of this pressure [42].
• Most participants described a long history of knee pain, dating back several years and in many cases several
decades. All described a downward trajectory, a worsening of symptoms over time [43].
• In addition to frustration and fear, many participants described low mood and feelings of depression resulting
from withdrawal from social and recreational activities [43].
• When they arrived at a point that they could no longer cope with the impact of pain on their quality of life and
emotional well-being they sought treatment to “get their life back.” [43].
• Participants commonly perceived that non-surgical interventions were “band-aid fixes” that could not repair the
damage in their knee [43].
• When the pain became unbearable and severely interfered with their walking ability, they were forced to consider
TKA [44].
• They had tried many different treatments for their OA pain [ . . . ]. However, pain relief was often poor, resulting
in their living with pain and being disappointed [44].
• However, when the OA pain became tolerable, they changed their mind about undergoing surgery [44].
Ethnical variability
• Hispanic and Caucasian participants were less willing to base their explanations of illness or disability on the
natural process of ageing or deterioration. Instead, they were more likely to attribute the cause of their knee OA to
an accident or injury from the past [41].
• Caucasians were the only ethnic group to express frustration with a current lack of knowledge regarding knee
osteoarthritis [41].
• African American subjects described their arthritis as a condition where personals freedom become limited,
described by one person as “being in a vacuum.” [41].
• Knee OA was described by African American and Hispanic participants as being more debilitating compared to
the perception of Caucasian respondents [41].
• [ . . . ] there may also concerns among Hispanic patients that members of health care teams have loyalties to the
system when errors occurs [41].
• [ . . . ] African American and Caucasian patients were more likely to have trust based on the reputation of the
physician or the reputation of the facility where the physician is affiliated [41].
• Skepticism from African American participants was most likely to be associated with the prosthetic device [41].
• White patients are more likely to undergo TKR than African American and Hispanic patients [40].
External factors with the potential to impact decision regarding TKR care
Factors regarding interaction between patient and orthopedic surgeon
• [ . . . ] clinicians may overestimate elderly patients decisional capacity [37].
• Teach back methods which verify understanding by asking patients to restate the information provided [ . . . ],
have been shown to improve health outcomes [37].
• [ . . . ] decisional capacity is not an all or nothing phenomenon, making it challenging for surgeons to determine
how much decisional support patients may need [37].
• An elderly patient may have the capacity to make simple medication decisions but no more complex surgical
decisions [37].
• Mental capacity varies along a continuum and depends in part on the complexity of the decision [37].
• [..] participants expressed full trust in their surgeons but at the same time expressed a strong sense of
dissatisfaction with the insufficient amount of information provided by their surgeons [35].




• The relationship between patients and their physicians was often discussed and included issues of communication,
informativeness and trust [40].
• The participants’ opinion of their surgeon appeared to affect their deliberation. Trust affected peoples mental state
positively and negatively [42].
• Some patients had experienced informed or shared decision making interactions [ . . . ]. By contrast, other
participants preferred a more paternalistic approach [42].
• People may have made their decision before meeting the orthopedic surgeon (they have reached their threshold of
coping) [ . . . ]. Despite this ambiguity, it is clear that in these patients a paternalistic interaction leads to a relief [
. . . ] and increased confidence [42].
• The majority of participants were able to communicate to health professionals the significant impact that OA was
having on their quality of life [43].
• Participants often demonstrated volition in their ability to directly ask GP’s for a referral to a specialist or
orthopedic surgeon [ . . . ] [43].
Issues that could enhance, delay or hinder decision making
• Financial issues are often discussed and most participants expressed concerns about the costs of surgery, although
in general they stated that financial difficulties would not affect their final decision to undergo knee surgery [40].
• [ . . . ] further and even longer delay was caused by the participants deliberation on whether to undergo the
surgery [35].
• The concepts of readiness for surgery and surgery at last resort as perceived by the patient or the physician was
also important and often brought up as the threshold for decision making [40].
• Like many older people, many participants suffered from chronic diseases. These other diseases were severe and
had to be resolved before surgery is the opinion of some patients [37].
• Referral pathway for surgery is easy and linear, while the pathway for non-surgical interventions is unknown and
complex [43].
Patient reliance on a variety of information sources for TKR decisions
Personal experiences and opinions
• [ . . . ] attitudes and beliefs of patients with knee osteoarthritis about TKR are largely based on personal
experiences-both positive and negative [40].
• Previous personal experience with surgery, including non-orthopedic procedures also played a role in patients
preferences about knee surgery [40].
• Regarding specific concerns about knee-replacement surgery, some participants were undecided due to past bad
experiences with TKR [39].
• [...] participants had previously received TKA. Most of them had positive experiences about receiving TKA, which
influenced them to decide quickly to receive TKA [44].
• Therefore they understood that it was not necessary to wait until the last minute to have surgery [44].
• They perceived themselves as still young and wanted to enjoy their later life yeas. They had many plans. One
common plan was to take an overseas trip after TKA [44].
Experiences and opinions of relevant others
• All participants cited positive experiences of people who underwent the surgery [35].
• People who had had the surgery were mentioned as a source of information and their experiences were brought
up several times [35].
• Some participants shared their relatives or friends negative knee replacement surgery experiences, which hindered
participants from deciding to have the surgery [35].




• Both positive and negative personal experiences played a major role in decision making and included TKR
experienced by relatives, friends or acquaintances [40].
• Patients social network functioned as an information source related to the social network’s experience of surgery
[36].
• patients obtained information about TKR from different sources which often included nonprofessional contacts,
such as [ . . . ..], the media or internet [40].
• [ . . . ].64% of the respondents were very interested in second opinions before decision [35].
• Participants had received the advice to undertake TKR at least once locally and once abroad but this was very late
and different advices are given by physicians. This caused long and unnecessary suffering [35].
• Part of the delay in medical advice to have TKR came from the fact that patients sought second, third and probably
fourth opinions [35].
• Primary care physicians were the most common source of professional medical information [40,43].
• [ . . . ].and some participants had a predisposition towards personal opinions (e.g., family) [ . . . ]. However there
was a preference for information from friends and family [40].
• Interestingly, allied health professionals were not identified as important sources of information for participants,
even if they had engaged in non-surgical treatments, such as physiotherapy [43].
Decision tools
• Outcome probabilities significantly influenced surgery recommendations [35].
• Participants were universally positive about the principles behind an outcome prediction tool, feeling that such
information would be helpful [36].
Prediction tools and presentation of relevant information to enhance care decision
Instruments or interventions to obtain relevant information
• Information from capacity assessments and exploration of patient perspectives helps to determine whether
patients would be able to recall and adhere to preoperative and postoperative instructions [37].
• Having standard tools, questions and procedures to investigate the patients cognitive status and available support
network can help Dr. Z or other designated members of the team to efficiently identify Mrs. A’s decisional and
care management context [37].
• Patients who had already an operation [ . . . ] were asked how the decision tool would have affected their
deliberation process [ . . . ] all patients thought that the information would have had the ability to change their
expectations [36].
• Decision aids that explain various orthopedic treatment choices as well as their risks and benefits can be helpful in
shared decision making [37].
Presentation of relevant information
• There is a general preference for graphical displays with a bottom line prediction to present, along with the
opportunity to discuss it with a medical professional [36].
• Take home decision aids with visual or auditive information on pre and postoperative regimes may help elderly
patients with cognitive limitations to grasp and recall critical information [37].
• Respondents most often reported outcome probabilities as most influential regarding their decision [37].
• We found that both graphic and numeric formats for presenting above average outcome probabilities led to a
higher probability of recommending surgery than text versions [40].
• There was also the belief that having information in a written format that could be taken away was a worthwhile
aim, especially for people who are socially isolated and not may have contacts [ . . . ] to discuss the outcome [36].
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Decisional need & preference
Personal factors related to SDM no no partly no no no no
External factors related to SDM no no no no no no partly
Sources of information to




no partly no no no partly no
SDM = Shared Decision Making.
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Table A7. Characteristics of the included manuscripts in the broad scope related to RQ1 and RQ2
(a) Characteristics of the included manuscripts in the broad scope related to RQ1.
Authors, Year of
Publication
Population, Inclusion Criteria Participants; Age
(SD, Range); Gender (%); Ethnicity. Aim of Study Study Design Authors Conclusions
Buhagiar, 2017
Phase 1: Consecutive eligible private patients
(mean age 66) about to undergo arthroplasty
surgery and their caregivers (mean age 63) were
invited to participate while attending a
preoperative admission clinic at one of two private
arthroplasty hospital Providers.
Patient eligibility included having a principal
diagnosis of osteoarthritis and was about to
undergo either a unilateral or bilateral TKR or THR.
Caregiver eligibility included being identified as
the primary caregiver for one of these individuals.
Phase 2 involved key clinicians (Orthopedic
surgeon, physiotherapist and rehab specialist)
involved in the care of knee or hip arthroplasty
recipients.
To understand private consumer
and clinician preferences towards
different rehabilitation modes
following knee or hip arthroplasty
and identify factors which influence
the chosen rehabilitation pathway.
Qualitative study
No one rehabilitation mode provided following
arthroplasty is singularly preferred by
stakeholders.
Factors other than the belief that a particular mode
was more effective than another appear to
dominate the pathway followed by private
arthroplasty consumers, indicating evidence-based
policies around rehabilitation provision may have
limited appeal in the private sector.
Ballantyne, 2007 Patients unwilling to undergo TJR, n = 29; Meanage 69 (n/a, n/a); Female 69%; n/a.




Participants frequently rejected the medicalization
of arthritis, normalizing the experience of
functional decline and defining it as age normative.
Participants drew on a broad set of previous
experiences with informal and formal care to make
decisions about how to manage their condition.
Previous negative encounters in medical and
surgical care, including those from a distant past or
those experienced vicariously, combined with the
perception (reinforced by physicians and others)
that doing nothing was a viable option deterred
arthritis-related help seeking in the health care
system.




Population, Inclusion Criteria Participants; Age
(SD, Range); Gender (%); Ethnicity. Aim of Study Study Design Authors Conclusions
Clarck, 2004 Eligible but unwilling patients, to undergo TJR, n =17; n/a (n/a, n/a); n/a; n/a.
To understand these patients’
unwillingness by exploring the
nature of their decision-making
processes.
Qualitative study
The complexity of decision-making, in particular
the concept of a moving target, challenges our
attempts to model and help patients make
decisions about arthritis treatment such as total
joint replacement. This insight into the
decision-making process enhances our
understanding of patients’ unwillingness to
consider surgery and highlights ways to improve
arthritis care and treatment.
Conner-Spady, 2014 n = 65, 65 (10, n/a); female 66%; n/a.
While some studies have identified
patient readiness as a key
component in their decision
whether
to have total joint replacement
surgery (TJR) none have examined
how patients determine their
readiness for surgery.
Qualitative study
The patient’s feeling that they were both mentally
and physically ready for surgery. Mental readiness
was described as an internal state or feeling of
being ready or prepared while physical readiness
was described as being physically fit and in good
shape for surgery. Factors associated with
readiness included: 1) pain: its severity, the ability
to cope with it and how it affected their quality of
life; 2) mental preparation; 3) physical preparation;
4) the optimal timing of surgery, including age,
anticipated rate of deterioration, prosthesis
lifespan and the length of the waiting list.




Population, Inclusion Criteria Participants; Age
(SD, Range); Gender (%); Ethnicity. Aim of Study Study Design Authors Conclusions
Riffin, 2015
Inclusion: potential candidates for TJR, collected
from the EpicCare health records at two outpatient
practices in New York City. Exclusion: age < 40y,
not fluent in English, had previously undergone
joint replacement or exhibited cognitive
impairment, defined by a score of less than 3 on a
six-item screener (Callahan, Unverzagt, Hui,
Perkins, & Hendrie, 2002), n = 99; 66,6 (10,6, n/a):
female (83,7%); % white 72,4%.
To investigate age differences in the
types of decision support that total
joint replacement (TJR) candidates
desire and receive when making the
decision to pursue surgery. We
consider the social structural
(relationship to the patient) and
experiential factors (network
members’ experience with TJR) that
influence individuals’ support
preferences and the interactions of
these factors with age. We also
examine whether a lack of support
is linked with increased decisional
conflict and reduced willingness to
undergo surgery.
Telephone survey
TJR candidates desired and received decision
support from health care providers, family
members and individuals who had previously
undergone TJR. They reported higher deficits in
informational and emotional support than in
instrumental support. Overall, a lack of
instrumental support was associated with greater
decisional conflict; a lack of instrumental support
and a lack of informational support were
associated with reduced willingness to undergo
TJR.
Abbreviations: n/a: not applicable, OA: Osteoarthritis, SD: standard deviation; THR: Total hip replacement, TJR: Total joint replacement, TKR: Total knee replacement.
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Table A7. Cont.
(b) Characteristics of the included manuscripts in the broad scope related to RQ2.
Authors, Year of
Publication
Population, Inclusion Criteria Participants; Age
(SD, Range); Gender (%); Ethnicity. Aim of Study Study Design Authors Conclusions
Sepucha, 2013 [19]
Adults 40 years of age and older, with hip or knee
osteoarthritis, who made a decision about total hip
or knee replacement with their physician in the
previous 2 years. Exclusion criteria included
having a previous joint replacement more than 2
years before, rheumatoid arthritis, psoriatic
arthritis, osteonecrosis, partial knee replacement,
revision surgery or simultaneous bilateral TJR, n =
382; 62,7 (9,6, n/a); Female (55,8%); n/a.
The aim of this study was to
examine decision quality for
patients with hip and knee
osteoarthritis who recently made






A third of patients who recently made a decision
about osteoarthritis treatment met both criteria for
a high quality decision. Controlling for treatment,
patients reporting more involvement in the
decision making process, higher quality of life and
being seen at a site that uses decision aids were
associated with higher decision quality.
Trenaman, 2018 [19]
Inclusion: aged ≥ 18, moderate or severe hip or
knee radiographic osteoarthritis and were
determined at the orthopedic screening clinic to be
appropriate for surgical consultation about joint
arthroplasty. Exclusion: inflammatory arthritis,
previous joint arthroplasty surgical consultation or
osteotomy, non-corrected hearing or visual
impairment, unable to read or understand English,
no access to television with a VCR or DVD player;
Decision aid arm 66,1 (9,8, n/a) usual care arm 66,9
(9,1, n/a); female (56%), n/a.
To estimate the health and economic
effects of PDA’s for TJR.
A cost-effectiveness
analysis of a RCT
with 2-year
follow-up.
Suggestion is that the implementation of a clinical
care pathway for individuals with moderate to
severe osteoarthritis could encourage greater
patient-centered care at a reduced cost to the health
care system, while producing similar health
outcomes for patients. The 2-year time horizon for
the analysis raises questions about whether these
results are maintained over the long-term.




Population, Inclusion Criteria Participants; Age
(SD, Range); Gender (%); Ethnicity. Aim of Study Study Design Authors Conclusions
de Jesus, 2017 [22]
Persons recruited at a Joint Assessment Triage
Clinic at an academic tertiary care hospital
(Canada). Eligible patients: patients who
exhausted conservative treatment, were ready to
pursue surgical treatment and had severe medial
compartment OA as defined by bone-on-bone
disease in a standing anteroposterior
weight-bearing radiograph. Exclusion: UKR
contractures greater than 10, any bone-on-bone
patella femoral disease on skyline radiograph, BMI
>40 and no correctable varus or anterior cruciate
ligament deficiency by positive Lachmann, n=383;
64,6 (n/a, 50,0-90,0), female (42,22%); n/a.
objective was to evaluate the
acceptability and usefulness of a
PDA for informing and helping





knowledge and preferred surgical








Patients understood the majority of the benefits
and risks for each surgical option without
increasing decisional conflict. The decision aid for
advanced medial compartment osteoarthritis is
shown to be acceptable and useful for choosing
between UKR and TKR.
Stacey, 2015 [23]
Patients were recruited from two orthopedic
screening clinics in Eastern Ontario, Canada.
Inclusion: aged ≥ 18, moderate or severe hip or
knee radiographic osteoarthritis and were
determined at the orthopedic screening clinic to be
appropriate for surgical consultation about joint
arthroplasty. Exclusion: inflammatory arthritis,
previous joint arthroplasty surgical consultation or
osteotomy, non-corrected hearing or visual
impairment, unable to read or understand English,
no access to television with a VCR or DVD player.
Intervention group: age 66,1 (9.8, n/a); n=167,
female (53,3%); n/a.
To evaluate the effectiveness of
patient decision aids (PtDA)
compared to usual education on
appropriate and timely access to




Using PDAs for patients with osteoarthritis
considering hip or knee arthroplasty appears to
have optimized the surgical referral by enhancing
patients’ knowledge, ensuring realistic
expectations of outcomes of options and helping
patients be clear about what matters most.
However, despite having a trend towards shorter
wait time in the PDA group, this was observed at
only one site and the overall effect was not
statistically significant.




Population, Inclusion Criteria Participants; Age
(SD, Range); Gender (%); Ethnicity. Aim of Study Study Design Authors Conclusions
Shue, 2016 [24]
Inclusion: (1) had a diagnosis of advanced OA of
the hip or knee by clinical designation (at least
limited range of motion in more than one direction
or the presence of pain or both); (2) had a
radiographic designation of advanced OA (joint
space narrowing 40.5 mm, osteophyte formation or
grade III or IV on the Kellgren-Lawrence or Li
scale); (3) were candidates for total hip or knee
replacement; (4) were at least 21 years old; and (5)
were psychosocially, mentally and physically able
to fully complete questionnaires. Exclusion:
previously undergone THR or TKR. Other
exclusion criteria included primary diagnosis of a
disease other than OA, inability to speak or read
English, cognitive impairment and patient refusal
to complete study questionnaires; age: 61 (11, n/a);
Female (53%); Asian (4%), African American (33%),
White (50%), Hispanic (12%), others (1%).
To evaluate the use of decision aids
for hip and knee OA regarding the
potential risks and benefits of
different treatment options.
RCT
The decision aids were accepted for most patients
and effective in improving patient knowledge and
willingness to participate in the decision process.
Nevertheless, the addition of a more expensive
DVD to the booklet program did not improve
patient acceptance or knowledge.
Sepucha, 2019 [28]
Participants were recruited from an academic
medical center, community hospital and
orthopedic specialty hospital from April 2016
through December 2017. ≥ 21 years, able to read
and speak English or Spanish, diagnosis of hip or
knee OA and attend the visit with the surgeon.
Exclusion: PDA in the prior 12 months, a joint
replacement within the prior 5 years, a hip fracture
or aseptic necrosis in the prior 12 months, a
diagnosis of rheumatoid or psoriatic arthritis,
cognitive impairment such that the patient was
unable to consent to participate or a no
osteoarthritis-related reason for the visit; n = 1124;
age 65 (10, n/a); female (57%); 89% white
non-Hispanic.
To compare 2 PDA’s with regard to
their ability to help patients become
informed and receive their preferred
treatment (that is, make an informed
patient-centered decision), SDM,
surgical rates and surgeon
satisfaction.
2 * 2 factorial
randomized trial
The short PDA outperformed the long PDA with
regard to knowledge scores and was comparable
with respect to other outcomes. The surgeons
reported high satisfaction and normal visit
duration with both PDA’s.
Abbreviations: BMI: Body mass index, DVD: Digital Versatile Disc, n/a: not applicable, OA: Osteoarthritis, PDA: Patient decision aid, RCT: randomized clinical trial, SD: standard deviation, SDM: Shared
decision making, THR: Total hip replacement, TJR: Total joint replacement, TKR: Total knee replacement, UKR: Unilateral knee replacement, VCR: videocassette recorder.
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